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Abstract Several studies, reporting that diabetes is

associated with a marked increase in the risk of coronary

artery disease (CAD), introduced the concept that diabetes

is CAD equivalent, and thereby provided a rationale for

treating cardiovascular risk factors in diabetic patients as

aggressively as in non-diabetic subjects with prior myo-

cardial infarction. However, the concept of CAD risk

equivalence in diabetes has been challenged by other

studies. The classification of individuals with diabetes as

having a risk level equivalent to that of individuals without

diabetes who survived a cardiovascular event is an

approach that fails to account for the fact that cardiovas-

cular risk is not uniformly distributed, but follows a gra-

dient from the lowest to the highest risk. Prediction models,

based on numbers of risk factors, have been proposed for

patients with diabetes. Most cardiovascular prediction

models have been developed in general populations,

including diabetes as a predictor, while a smaller number

of studies have endeavored to construct CAD risk scores

primarily in diabetic patients. The detection of occult CAD

is the objective of non-invasive of testing diabetic patients

for risk stratification purposes. Among the non-invasive

imaging modalities, stress myocardial perfusion single-

photon emission computed tomography has been widely

used in diabetic patients. This review discusses the

importance of using clinical prediction models in the dia-

betic population and the different challenges of non-inva-

sive imaging for risk stratification, considering that the

questions of when, how, and which diabetic patients should

be studied are still open ones.

Keywords Diabetes mellitus � Myocardial

perfusion imaging � Prognosis

Introduction

Diabetes is a group of metabolic diseases characterized by

hyperglycemia resulting from defects in insulin secretion,

insulin action, or both [1]. The chronic hyperglycemia of

diabetes is associated with long-term damage of several

organs, in particular the eyes, kidneys, nerves, heart, and

blood vessels. The World Health Organization estimated

that the global population of people with diabetes was 30

million in 1985. By 1995, this number had increased to 135

million and in 2005 it stood at 217 million. It is expected to

rise to at least 366 million by the year 2030 [2]. Data from

the 2011 National Diabetes Fact Sheet [3] report a total

prevalence of diabetes of 25.8 million children and adults

in the United States (8.3 % of the population) and a

prevalence of pre-diabetes (a condition in which individ-

uals have blood glucose or hemoglobin A1c levels that are

higher than normal but not high enough to be classified as

diabetes) of 79 million people.
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Notably, in 2010, 1.9 million new cases of diabetes were

diagnosed in people aged 20 years and older in the United

States. In 2007, the total costs of diabetes in the United

States were estimated at $ 174 billion. Type 2 diabetes

mellitus is a disease characterized by insulin resistance

and, usually, by relative (rather than absolute) insulin

deficiency. Initially at least, but often throughout their

lifetimes, individuals with type 2 diabetes do not need

insulin treatment to survive. Most patients with this form of

diabetes are obese and obesity itself causes some degree of

insulin resistance. Diabetes is also associated with a high

prevalence of hypertension. Indeed, in 2005–2008, 67 % of

adults aged 20 years or older with self-reported diabetes

had blood pressure greater than or equal to 140/90 mmHg

or used prescription medications for hypertension [3].

Approximately 90–95 % of diabetics have type 2 diabetes

mellitus, but both type 1 and type 2 diabetes are associated

with an increased risk of cardiovascular disease [4–6]. The

prospective multinational Ischemia assessment with exer-

cise imaging in asymptomatic diabetes study recently

recruited participants at 12 sites in Asia, Africa and Latin

America in order to compare the prevalence of silent

ischemia in diabetes patients versus controls by means of

stress myocardial perfusion single-photon emission com-

puted tomography (MPS) in developing nations [7]. A

higher proportion of the diabetes mellitus group had MPS

abnormalities compared with controls (26 vs 14 %,

p \ 0.001). Of the participants with ischemia on MPS,

17 % had ischemic signs on electrocardiography (ECG),

whereas 10 % of those without ischemia had an ischemic

ECG. In a multivariable model, diabetes was independently

associated with abnormal MPS (p = 0.004). Women were

less likely to have ischemia on MPS than men (10 vs 30 %,

p \ 0.001) and concordance between ECG and MPS was

much worse in women.

Is diabetes CAD equivalent?

Several epidemiological studies reported that diabetes is

associated with a marked increase in the risk of coronary

artery disease (CAD) [8–10]. In a Finnish population-based

study, Haffner et al. [11] found that diabetic patients

without prior myocardial infarction have as high a cardiac

risk as non-diabetic patients with previous infarction.

These data introduced the concept that diabetes is CAD

equivalent, providing a rationale for treating cardiovascular

risk factors in diabetic patients as aggressively as in non-

diabetic patients with prior myocardial infarction [12].

However, in Haffner’s study [11] the majority of the

patients were hypertensive, most of the patients with dia-

betes had uncontrolled glycemia, and these patients’ lipids

were not at target as per current standards. A meta-analysis

of 37 prospective cohort studies [13] confirmed the excess

risk of fatal CAD associated with diabetes; however, the

relative risk for fatal CAD associated with diabetes was

50 % higher in women than in men and the greater excess

coronary risk was explained by more adverse cardiovas-

cular risk profiles among women with diabetes, as well as

by possible disparities in treatment that favor men. The

concept of CAD risk equivalence in diabetes has been

challenged by numerous studies [14–16]. It has also been

suggested that CAD risk equivalence in diabetics depends

more on concomitant risk factors for CAD than on diabetic

status alone [17]. A meta-analysis involving in excess of

45,000 patients did not support the hypothesis that diabetes

is CAD equivalent [18]. Furthermore, the Detection of

Silent Myocardial Ischemia in Asymptomatic Diabetic

Subjects (DIAD) study showed that cardiac event rates in

diabetic subjects are low [19]. Therefore, other variables,

rather than the diabetic state per se, seem to determine the

future cardiac event rate suggesting the need for a change

to the paradigm of diabetes as a CAD risk equivalent [20].

Opposite results were reported by a meta-analysis of

individual patient records that included data from 698,782

subjects without initial vascular disease (52,765 non-fatal

or fatal vascular outcomes) from 102 prospective studies in

the emerging risk factors collaboration [21]. The authors

combined within-study regressions that were adjusted for

age, sex, smoking, systolic blood pressure, and body mass

index to calculate hazard ratios for vascular disease. They

found that diabetes confers an approximately twofold

excess risk for a wide range of vascular diseases, inde-

pendently of other conventional risk factors. Interestingly,

in this meta-analysis, in people without diabetes, fasting

blood glucose concentration was modestly and non-linearly

associated with the risk of vascular disease. This latter

observation supports the results of a previous study dem-

onstrating an elevated risk of cardiovascular disease prior

to clinical diagnosis of diabetes in 117,629 female nurses,

free of diagnosed CAD at baseline and followed for

20 years [22]. These data indicate a substantially elevated

risk of CAD before clinical diagnosis of type 2 diabetes in

women, suggesting that aggressive management of car-

diovascular risk factors is warranted in individuals at

increased risk of diabetes.

The adverse cardiac prognosis of diabetic patients might

also be related to the systolic dysfunction observed in this

population, frequently independently of the presence and

extent of CAD [23]. In addition, abnormalities of left

ventricular (LV) diastolic function have been observed in

27–70 % of asymptomatic diabetic patients probably due

to fibrosis and increased LV mass [24, 25]. Recently, dia-

betes mellitus has been recognized as an especially strong

risk factor for the development of heart failure with pre-

served ejection fraction, particularly in women [26]. The
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investigators of the Raloxifene use for the heart (RUTH)

trial evaluated a very large cohort of women and followed

them up for cardiovascular events and all-cause mortality

to evaluate independent cardiovascular risk of diabetes

specific to women [27]. This study demonstrated a high

trend for all-cause mortality in women with diabetes but

cardiovascular events were 39 % lower in those with dia-

betes (p \ 0.0001) than in those without. This suggests that

diabetes may be affecting more than the coronaries, and

that the risk in diabetic women is multifactorial, but dia-

betes alone does not impart, in diabetic women, a cardio-

vascular risk equivalent to that of women with known

CAD. These findings are supported by the results of the

multi-ethnic study of atherosclerosis (MESA) [28], which

demonstrated that in people with diabetes, without further

stratification, the annual rate of cardiovascular events does

not reach 2 %.

Interestingly, in spite of potent pro-inflammatory, pro-

oxidant and pro-thrombotic stimuli operating in type 2

diabetes, diabetic patients exhibit substantially more severe

coronary atherosclerosis than non-diabetic patients at the

time of a first acute coronary event. Better collateral

development towards the culprit vessel, a predominantly

calcified plaque phenotype and, probably, as yet unknown

protective factors operating in diabetic patients may

explain these intriguing paradoxical findings [29]. In

addition, diabetic patients might have limited levels of

warning signs [30]. Therefore, when diabetic patients

undergo coronary angiography for the first time, they might

show more extensive coronary atherosclerosis and a better

collateral circulation towards the culprit vessel when

compared with non-diabetic patients [31]. Unrecognized

non-Q-wave myocardial infarction is also frequent in dia-

betic patients and has prognostic implications [32, 33].

Davis et al. [34] examined data from the 5,102 patients in

the 30-year UK prospective diabetes study (UKPDS) and

found that about one in six patients with newly diagnosed

type 2 diabetes mellitus had evidence of silent myocardial

infarction, which was independently associated with an

increased risk of fatal infarction and all-cause mortality.

Clinical prediction models in diabetes

The classification of individuals with diabetes as having a

risk level equivalent to that of individuals without diabetes

who survived a cardiovascular event is an approach that

fails to account for the fact that cardiovascular risk is not

uniformly distributed, but follows a gradient from the

lowest to the highest risk. Several prediction models, based

on numbers of risk factors, have been proposed for patients

with type 2 diabetes [35–37]. Most cardiovascular predic-

tion models have been developed in general populations

including diabetes as a predictor, while a smaller number

of studies have endeavored to construct CAD risk scores

primarily in individuals with diabetes. Of these latter, only

two prediction models were developed in patients with

newly diagnosed diabetes [38, 39], while the others con-

cerned subjects with varying duration of diagnosed diabe-

tes. Numerous scores are now available, all of which have

strengths and limitations and none of which is perfect.

However, a systematic review of these tools is beyond the

scope of this paper.

The DIAD study [40] evaluated the baseline cardio-

vascular risk of 1,123 participants using four established

methods: the Framingham score, the UKPDS risk engine,

the criteria of the French-Speaking Association for the

study of diabetes and metabolic diseases, and the presence

or absence of metabolic syndrome. Using various risk-

stratification approaches, 53–75 % of participants were

defined as having intermediate or high cardiovascular risk.

The prevalence of inducible ischemia on screening in these

individuals ranged from 21 to 24 %, and was therefore

similar to that of lower-risk participants (19–23 %). The

annual cardiac event rate was \1 % in all risk groups,

except for the high-risk UKPDS group ([2 % per year).

Thus, a substantial portion of the DIAD population was

defined as having intermediate/high baseline cardiovascu-

lar risk, but their annual cardiac event rate was low. Dif-

ferent methods for quantifying the improvement in risk

estimation when an additional test is added to a standard

risk prediction model have recently been introduced [41].

Net reclassification improvement has been adopted in

diabetic patients with suspected or known CAD to evaluate

the extent to which adding MPS imaging data to a model

based on traditional risk factors and ECG stress test data

correctly reclassifies the risk of subsequent cardiac events

during a long-term follow-up (Fig. 1). As existing cardio-

vascular risk prediction equations perform non-optimally

[42], there is a continuing need to develop new equations to

accurately predict, in various settings, cardiovascular risk

in different populations with diabetes. In addition, robust

evidence on the impact of the use of risk prediction models

on patient outcomes such as adherence to medications,

patient understanding or improvements in harder outcomes

is still lacking. Until such evidence is available, the use of

risk prediction models in routine clinical practice will

continue to carry uncertainty and a risk of misclassification.

Testing asymptomatic diabetic patients

Risk stratification is widely used in the prognostic assess-

ment of patients with a variety of clinical disorders on the

unquestioned assumption that the intensity of treatment

should be proportionate to the risk of an adverse event over
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some finite period of time. Furthermore, while most studies

published since that of Haffner et al. [11] indicate that

people with diabetes are not quite equivalent to those

people with known CAD, there is, nevertheless, large

consensus that the presence of diabetes carries an elevated

cardiovascular risk. Thus, it remains unclear whether all

subjects with diabetes should be treated as CAD risk

equivalents, even though many do not achieve that risk

status [43], or whether they should instead be further

stratified in order to better align intensity of therapy with

levels of cardiovascular risk [44–46]. Major society

guidelines and position statements have made the follow-

ing recommendations about testing for asymptomatic CAD

in diabetic patients.

1. The 2002 ACC/AHA guidelines update for exercise

testing stated that asymptomatic diabetic patients have

an increased likelihood of cardiovascular disease if

they have at least one of the following factors: age

older than 35 years, type 2 diabetes duration longer

than 10 years, any additional atherosclerotic risk factor

for CAD, presence of microvascular disease, periph-

eral vascular disease or autonomic neuropathy. The

guidelines recommend exercise testing in the event

that an individual meeting the above criteria is

planning to begin a moderate- to high-intensity

exercise (class IIa; level of evidence C) [47].

2. The 2009 appropriate use criteria for cardiac radionu-

clide imaging, published by the American College of

Cardiology and endorsed by many other professional

societies [48], considered the use of radionuclide

imaging appropriate for asymptomatic patients with

diabetes mellitus (patients [40 years old) and other

coronary risk equivalents. An appropriate imaging

study is one in which, for a specific indication, the

expected incremental information, combined with the

clinical judgment, exceeds the expected negative

consequences (including the risks of the procedure

radiation) by a sufficiently wide margin for the

procedure to be considered, generally, acceptable care

and a reasonable approach for that indication [49].

Fig. 1 Risk reclassification by addition of stress MPS data to a model

containing clinical risk factors and ECG stress test data. The

horizontal bars at the top indicate the distribution of risk [\3 %/

year (white) and C3 %/year (black)] of coronary heart disease events

(cardiac death, non-fatal myocardial infarction, and unstable angina

requiring coronary revascularization) as estimated by a model

containing clinical risk factors and ECG stress test data. The pie

graphs show the proportions of patients in each pre-MPS category

reassigned to each risk category after the addition of stress MPS data

to the risk model. The vertical bar charts at the bottom show the

cumulative event rates of coronary heart disease events in each of the

post-MPS risk categories during a follow-up of 58 ± 11 months (data

from Acampa et al. [41])
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3. The 2010 ACCF/AHA guidelines for the assessment of

cardiovascular risk in asymptomatic adults [50] rec-

ommend measurement of coronary artery calcium

(CAC) for cardiovascular risk assessment in asymp-

tomatic adults with diabetes aged 40 years or older

(class IIa recommendation, level of evidence B). The

authors acknowledge that there is no evidence sug-

gesting that this imaging test is useful in motivating

patients to adhere to primary prevention measures. The

same guidelines weakly recommend considering stress

MPS for advanced cardiovascular risk assessment in

asymptomatic adults with diabetes or in patients who

have a calcium score of 400 or greater (class IIb

recommendation, level of evidence C).

4. A 2011 position statement from the Working Group on

nuclear cardiology and cardiac computed tomography

(CT) of the European Society of Cardiology [51] states

that in unselected, asymptomatic diabetic individuals

stress MPS is not recommended (class of recommen-

dation III). However, the presence of coronary calcium

detected by cardiac CT preselects diabetic individuals

with increased likelihood of myocardial ischemia on

MPS. Asymptomatic type 2 diabetic patients without

known CAD should thus be considered for coronary

calcium imaging, which should be followed by MPS in

those with significant coronary calcium, in order to

identify subjects with a moderate to severe extent of

ischemia who are likely to benefit from invasive

evaluation and revascularization (class of recommen-

dation IIa).

5. The American Heart Association guidelines for

women [52] state that low-density lipoprotein choles-

terol-lowering drug therapy is recommended simulta-

neously with lifestyle therapy to achieve a low-density

lipoprotein cholesterol [100 mg/dL in women with

CAD (class I; level of evidence A) and is also

indicated in women with other atherosclerotic cardio-

vascular disease or diabetes or a 10-year absolute risk

[20 % (class I; level of evidence B). The implications

of the guidelines are that diabetes imparts a 10-year

absolute risk of [20 % also in women.

6. In a recent 2013 position statement on standards of

medical care in diabetes [53], the American Diabetes

Association (ADA) does not recommend screening for

CAD in asymptomatic patients because it does not

improve outcomes as long as cardiovascular risk

factors are treated (level of evidence A). The guide-

lines acknowledge that newer, non-invasive CT

modalities can identify asymptomatic diabetic patients

with a higher CAD burden and a higher risk of future

cardiac events. However, they consider that the role of

these tests beyond risk stratification is unclear, with a

controversial cost-benefit-risk balance.

The detection of occult CAD, in order to allow the

initiation of appropriate therapy at a time point when the

disease process is more easily modifiable, is the objective

of non-invasive testing of asymptomatic diabetic patients

for risk stratification purposes. This strategy is expected to

lead to declines in cardiac morbidity and mortality. In this

context certain important questions are still to be addres-

sed, such as the potential of coronary revascularization to

reduce cardiac events in asymptomatic diabetic patients;

the yield of non-invasive testing in identifying, reliably, a

considerable proportion of those patients likely to benefit

from this type of intervention in a cost-effective manner;

and the questions of who, when and how to test [54, 55].

Non-invasive imaging for detecting subclinical coronary

atherosclerosis in diabetes

Different non-invasive cardiac testing modalities for the

assessment of diabetic patients can allow direct visualiza-

tion of atherosclerotic involvement of the coronary artery

wall and lumen (multislice or electron beam CT and car-

diac magnetic resonance) or determination of the hemo-

dynamic consequences of coronary artery lesions (exercise

ECG, stress echocardiography, and stress MPS).

Radionuclide imaging

Among these non-invasive imaging modalities, stress MPS

has been widely used in asymptomatic diabetic patients

with unrecognized CAD. In many diabetic subjects exer-

cise capacity is impaired and pharmacological stress

(dipyridamole or adenosine) may be the only option for

testing. Importantly, gated MPS may improve the clinical

efficacy of stress testing, allowing the simultaneous

assessment of myocardial perfusion and LV function [56,

57] and attenuation correction [58]. Studies assessing

stress-induced ischemia in asymptomatic diabetic patients

with unrecognized CAD show a wide range of prevalence:

from as low as 4 % [59] to 62 % [60]. Differences in study

design (retrospective vs prospective), study population

characteristics, and stress testing methodology may explain

these differences in prevalence. Also the diagnostic per-

formance of MPS, based on coronary angiography as the

gold standard, varies widely in asymptomatic diabetic

subjects. Senior et al. [61] reported a sensitivity of 4 % and

a specificity of 93 %, while Rajagopalan et al. [62]

reported, respectively, values of 92 and 32 %.

In addition to documenting the presence of ischemia,

myocardial perfusion imaging provides information on the

potential risk of future cardiac events. Retrospective [62–

64] and prospective [19, 65] studies have evaluated the

incidence of hard events (cardiac death and myocardial
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infarction) in asymptomatic diabetic patients according to

cardiac nuclear stress testing results. In these investiga-

tions, the annual event rate ranged from 2.4 % [19] to

5.8 % [64] in subjects with abnormal MPS and from 0.4 %

[19] to 2.1 % [65] in those with normal MPS. Similar

results were observed in studies including soft events

(angina, revascularization, heart failure, and stroke) toge-

ther with hard events as endpoints [66–70]. Few data are

available on the comparative ability of stress MPS risk

markers using varied iterative and risk classification

approaches in asymptomatic diabetic patients. Acampa

et al. [71] recently compared analytical approaches to

estimate the added value of MPS variables in estimating

CAD outcomes in 436 asymptomatic diabetic patients

(Fig. 2). On multivariable analysis, post-stress LV ejection

fraction and stress MPS ischemia were independent pre-

dictors of CAD death or myocardial infarction (both

p \ 0.01). The net reclassification improvement obtained

by adding MPS results to a model including pre-test CAD

likelihood was 0.25 (95 % confidence interval 0.06–0.44;

p \ 0.01). Parametric survival analysis showed the highest

probability of CAD death or myocardial infarction and the

greatest risk acceleration in time in patients with stress

MPS ischemia and post-stress LV ejection fraction B45 %

(Fig. 3). Bourque et al. [72] evaluated the prevalence of

ischemia, subsequent cardiac events, and impact of gender,

stress type, and symptom status in a cohort of 575 stable

diabetic outpatients referred for MPS. These patients had

low rates of significant ischemia and early revasculariza-

tion; an initially low cardiac event rate increased after

2 years. Known CAD, pharmacological stress, and MPS

ischemia emerged as independent predictors of cardiac

death/non-fatal myocardial infarction. Nearly one-third of

those with events had a normal MPS, indicating a need for

improved risk stratification.

Calcium score and CT angiography

Newer non-invasive CAD screening methods, such as

measurement of CAC and CT angiography have grown in

popularity. These tests infer the presence of coronary ath-

erosclerosis by measuring the amount of calcium in coro-

nary arteries and, in some circumstances, by directly

visualizing luminal stenoses. Diabetic patients had a sig-

nificantly higher prevalence of plaques in every anatomical

subset, with higher coronary atherosclerotic burden indexes

and more mid-to-distal localization as compared to non-

diabetics [73]. Although asymptomatic diabetic patients

found to have a higher coronary disease burden have more

future cardiac events, the role of these tests for risk strat-

ification and for patient management is not clear [74].

Agarwal et al. [75] found that CAC is an independent

predictor of mortality in diabetes, and that participants with

CAC 0–9 were at lower risk (0.9 % annual mortality). The

risk of mortality increased with increasing levels of CAC,

plateauing at approximately CAC C1,000 (2.7 % annual

mortality). Moreover, in a subsequent analysis, the same

authors [76] found that CAC predicts cardiac mortality and

meaningfully reclassifies diabetic subjects, suggesting its

clinical utility as a risk stratification tool in a population

already at increased cardiovascular disease risk. However,

the routine use of calcium score and CT angiography leads

to radiation exposure and may also result in unnecessary

invasive testing, such as coronary angiography and revas-

cularization procedures [53].

The prediction of future cardiac events, such as myo-

cardial infarction, is another area of uncertainty. In fact, the

detection of coronary atherosclerosis is not always pre-

dictive of infarction, and a large proportion of patients with

suspected CAD who are referred for coronary CT angi-

ography have coronary atherosclerotic lesions that do not

cause significant anatomical luminal obstruction [77, 78].

Nevertheless, these non-obstructive coronary artery lesions

provide incremental prognostic information over the pre-

sence of obstructive lesions and clinical variables [74, 77,

78]. High-risk plaques on CT angiography are commonly

considered to be those that are non-calcified or mixed as

opposed to calcified ones. Moreover, coronary arterial

plaques are typically reviewed by CT angiography in either

axial or multiplanar reformatted planes, as well as in

curved multiplanar reformats allowing the definition of the

bifurcation angle. Interestingly, a wide bifurcation angle

predicted the presence of high-risk and non-calcified pla-

ques in the proximal segment [79]. Local hemodynamic

factors, in particular low endothelial shear stress, play a

major role in the regional localization of atherosclerosis

and promote the development of plaques with high-risk

features, such as positive remodeling, a large lipid core and

inflammation. However, the management of such lesions

remains inadequately defined and there is a need for

markers that could identify atherosclerotic plaques associ-

ated with high risk of events such as myocardial infarction

[80, 81].

The implications of a negative CAC on patient man-

agement are also debated. The ADA [53] recommended

that cardiovascular risk factors should be assessed at

least annually in all patients with diabetes. Abnormal

risk factors should be appropriately treated and patients

at increased CAD risk should receive aspirin and a sta-

tin, and angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitor or

angiotensin-receptor blocker therapy if hypertensive,

unless there are contraindications to a particular drug

class. However, primary prevention trials with statins are

not definitive [82]. Data suggest that low-risk patients do

not benefit much from cholesterol-lowering medications,

as the number of cardiovascular events (if any)
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prevented by these drugs is too small, and the number

needed to treat too high, rendering these drugs probably

not indicated for primary prevention in zero CAC

patients unless cholesterol levels are very high [83]. It

should be noted that a screening strategy to prevent

atherosclerotic events in asymptomatic diabetic patients

has been questioned. Diamond et al. [43] analyzed the

expected cost and benefit associated with a conditional

test-treatment strategy (testing followed by statin treat-

ment in positive test responders) in comparison to an

unconditional treatment strategy (no testing and statin

treatment in all). This analysis shows that unconditional

treatment should be the dominant strategy, costing less

and preventing more atherosclerotic events annually on a

national USA basis. As regards aspirin, the ADA rec-

ommend aspirin in primary prevention only if the patient

has a 10-year risk for cardiovascular events greater than

10 % [53], which is probably not the case for any sub-

group of zero CAC patients [84]. Of course, healthy

lifestyle changes such as exercise, better eating habits,

and smoking cessation should be encouraged regardless

of the calcium score.

Which diabetic patients should be referred for MPS?

Several studies have used different algorithms to identify

diabetic patients who should or should not be referred for

MPS. These algorithms have been based on numbers of

traditional or emerging cardiovascular risk factors, the

presence or absence of endothelium-dependent vasodila-

tation, the results of exercise ECG, or CAC score mea-

surements [30, 85–89]. In particular, the presence of CAC

is associated with a subsequent risk of cardiac events, with

1–99 Agatston units indicating low risk; 100-400 moderate

risk; and[400 high risk [90]. Anand et al. [91] followed a

two-stage strategy (calcium score through multislice CT

scan, followed by gated MPS for those who scored [100

Agatston units and for a random sample of those with

scores of B100) and found that the calcium score was

better than established risk factors at predicting silent

ischemia and cardiac events in persons with diabetes.

However, this approach could miss non-calcified soft pla-

ques as well the presence of microvascular angina. Missing

non-calcified soft plaques and microvascular angina, and

thus excluding MPS, would be a drawback of this strategy.

Fig. 2 Annualized cardiac event rate in asymptomatic diabetic

patients stratified according to the pre-test likelihood of CAD and

MPS results. The horizontal bars at the top indicate the distribution of

patients across low (n = 346) and intermediate-high (n = 90) pre-test

CAD likelihood categories. The pie graphs show the proportions of

patients in each likelihood category with normal (white) or abnormal

(black) stress MPS results. The vertical bar charts at the bottom

represent the annualized rates of cardiac death or non-fatal myocar-

dial infarction in each group (data from Acampa et al. [70]). SSS:

summed stress score
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The presence of peripheral vascular disease, carotid dis-

ease, retinopathy, endothelial dysfunction, peripheral neu-

ropathy, autonomic dysfunction, a family history of CAD,

microalbuminuria or renal insufficiency confers additional

risk and suggests the need for testing to detect ischemia,

even if the calcium score is \100 [92–95]. However, no

generally accepted algorithm has been established.

When should diabetic patients be retested?

The questions of when, how, and which asymptomatic

diabetic patients should be screened are not the only open

issues; indeed, the warranty period of a normal imaging

study in these subjects is another issue that remains to be

defined [96]. Giri et al. [97] evaluated the use of stress

MPS for risk stratification of patients with symptoms

suggestive of CAD who had been referred to the nuclear

cardiology stress laboratory for cardiac evaluation. This

multicenter study involved 4,755 patients (929 diabetic)

patients followed for 2.5 years. The diabetic patients had a

significantly higher cardiac event rate (death and myocar-

dial infarction) compared with the non-diabetic cohort.

However, after adjustment for clinical variables and MPS

results, cardiac survival was comparable, indicating that

MPS prognostic categorization supersedes the adverse

predictive value of diabetes mellitus as a univariable

parameter. Of substantial clinical interest was the obser-

vation that, after the index study, patients with diabetes

mellitus and normal stress MPS images had a significantly

higher 2-year cardiac event rate than did the patients

without diabetes. This prognostic finding is in marked

contrast to the experience in the non-diabetic population, in

whom the association of normal MPS and excellent out-

come has been well demonstrated [98, 99]. Thus, retesting

of diabetic patients with normal studies should occur ear-

lier than in a non-diabetic population and a follow-up MPS

after 2 years might be reasonable. However, the database

analysis of Giri et al. [97] did not include asymptomatic

diabetic patients, thus more data are needed to establish,

definitively, the follow-up interval necessary in these

subjects.

The interval for retesting patients with zero CAC is still

debated and it has been suggested that it should not be less

than 4–5 years [100]. A recent study evaluated differences

in CAC progression rates, the effect of statin therapy, and

all-cause mortality in subjects with and without diabetes

[101]. CAC progression was greater and event-free

Fig. 3 Estimated time from

index MPS to reach a 3 % risk

of cardiac death or non-fatal

myocardial infarction in

asymptomatic diabetic patients

at low (a) or intermediate-high

(b) pre-test CAD likelihood

with normal or abnormal stress

MPS and with or without post-

stress left ventricular ejection

fraction (LVEF) B 45. (Data

from Acampa et al. [70]). SSS

summed stress score
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survival lower in patients with diabetes compared to con-

trols, the latter in proportion to the extent of the CAC

progression. These results suggest that CAC progression is

an independent predictor of all-cause mortality in patients

with diabetes and that statins may improve survival in

patients with and in those without diabetes and both with

and without CAC progression. These findings might have

an impact on physician decision-making, performance, and

reimbursement policy, and will help to guide future

research.

Assessment of LV function by echocardiography

Echocardiography may be useful for the diagnosis of dia-

betic heart disease, which requires the demonstration of

myocardial dysfunction in the absence of other causes,

such as coronary artery stenosis or hypertension. Therefore,

in diabetic patients the presence of LV dysfunction without

other overt causes is suggestive for the diagnosis of dia-

betic cardiomyopathy. With the introduction of tissue

Doppler imaging, quantification of longitudinal myocardial

velocities has simplified the interpretation of LV diastolic

function. Myocardial strain and strain rate imaging allows

quantification of active myocardial deformation that is

independent of translational motion and tethering artifacts

[102]. In addition, two-dimensional speckle tracking has

been used to evaluate LV diastolic function. These new

echocardiographic approaches are more sensitive in iden-

tifying subclinical LV systolic and diastolic dysfunctions.

Ng et al. [103] used two-dimensional speckle tracking

echocardiography to compare diabetic patients with normal

healthy controls. Even though all the diabetic patients had

good glycemic control and were asymptomatic without

evidence of diabetic complications, CAD or hypertension,

two-dimensional speckle tracking was able to identify

significant subclinical LV dysfunction in this group com-

pared with the controls. These authors also demonstrated

reduced longitudinal strain and strain rate but preserved

circumferential and radial strain and strain rates in

asymptomatic diabetic patients [103]. These findings sug-

gest that cardiac dysfunction in early diabetic cardiomy-

opathy may start in the subendocardium, and the

maintenance of circumferential and radial functions

accounts for the initial preservation of LV volumes and

ejection fraction.

Impact of revascularization on outcome in diabetic

patients with silent myocardial ischemia

Overall, the accumulated evidence seems to indicate that

stress MPS is an independent predictor of outcome in

diabetes, and can add important prognostic information to

that provided by standard risk factor assessment alone.

However, it remains to be established whether it may guide

treatment planning of asymptomatic diabetic patients better

than current management recommendations. Hachamov-

itch et al. [104] in a large retrospective study of 10,627

patients followed up for a mean of 1.9 ± 0.6 years found,

in patients with small amounts of inducible ischemia

(5–10 % ischemic myocardium), a marginal survival

advantage for medical therapy in women and no difference

between therapies in men. Small survival advantages for

revascularization over medical therapy in both men and

women were noted in patients with moderate amounts of

inducible ischemia (10–20 % myocardium ischemic), more

marked in diabetic patients. In patients with large amounts

of inducible ischemia ([20 % myocardium ischemic), the

survival benefit for revascularization increased more in

women, such that it was more than twofold greater in

women compared with men, a difference again more

marked in diabetic patients. However, the propensity score

adjusting for non-randomized therapy assignment identi-

fied inducible ischemia and angina symptoms as the best

predictors of referral for early revascularization; moreover,

data of asymptomatic diabetic patients could not be

extrapolated from the presented data.

Data on CAD screening of asymptomatic diabetic

patients from randomized trials are very limited. In the

Milan study on atherosclerosis and diabetes (MiSAD),

asymptomatic diabetic subjects with positive stress imag-

ing results ended up experiencing a smaller number of

major events than those with negative results over a five-

year follow-up period, a finding attributed to therapeutic

interventions and, in some instances, revascularization in

higher risk patients identified through screening [66]. The

same research team went on to show, in a small random-

ized study, that revascularization in asymptomatic diabetic

patients who had positive scan results led to a much lower

cardiac event rate after a mean follow-up period of

53.5 months, compared with the results in patients not

submitted to screening [105]. Other investigators found

similar and relatively low cardiac event rates between low-

risk asymptomatic diabetic subjects receiving usual care

and high-risk asymptomatic diabetic patients receiving a

myocardial ischemia-guided therapy, including revascu-

larization in more than half of them [106]. A favorable

outcome of revascularization in asymptomatic diabetic

patients with extensive MPS defects was also observed in a

retrospective database analysis [107]. This study group

consisted of 826 asymptomatic diabetics without known

CAD who had abnormal myocardial perfusion during stress

MPS. Although coronary artery bypass graft was associated

with better survival, mortality remained high (3 % per

year). There was no survival advantage by treatment for
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patients with less severe MPS abnormalities. However, it is

not clear whether the patients in the above studies had been

receiving standard-of-care treatment for cardiovascular risk

factors.

In a small study of asymptomatic type 2 diabetic

patients, the prevalence of silent myocardial ischemia at

stress MPS was low (16 %), 94 % of patients had no

detected CAD, and the cardiovascular event rate was less

than 2 % at a two-year follow-up [70]. Long-term intensive

cardiovascular risk factor therapy and tight glycemia con-

trol were associated with low prevalence of silent myo-

cardial ischemia and detected CAD, and a very low

cardiovascular event rate when revascularization of sig-

nificant CAD at coronary angiography was added to the

optimal medical therapy. The low rate of revascularization

in this study underlines the importance of the contribution

that intensive risk-factor treatment can make in the

achievement of a good prognosis for these patients. In

agreement with this hypothesis, the majority of patients

enrolled in the DIAD study demonstrated resolution of

ischemia upon repeat stress imaging after 3 years and this

was attributed to more systematic treatment of cardiovas-

cular risk factors [108]. Moreover, under extensive risk

factor modification, the DIAD study found that both

inducible ischemia and cardiac event rate were low, and

that the use of MPS screening had no detectable effect on

cardiac event rate [19]. The cumulative cardiac event rate

was 2.9 % over a mean follow-up of 4.8 years for an

average rate of 0.6 % per year. In the action to control

cardiovascular risk in diabetes (ACCORD) trial [109], the

subgroup of patients with diabetes without previous car-

diovascular events, showed a slightly higher cardiac event

rate (1.4 % per year), but this latter study included a

selection of older patients with specific additional risk

factors for cardiovascular disease. It is therefore conceiv-

able that the DIAD results may not apply in certain higher

risk asymptomatic diabetic subjects (e.g. those with

abnormal ECG, or prior positive stress testing, or

[75 years old). Moreover, ACCORD was not designed to

assess the effect of revascularization and since relatively

few participants underwent this type of intervention, it may

not have fully prevented events. The multicenter Bypass

Angioplasty Revascularization Investigation 2 Diabetes

(BARI 2D) trial [110] randomized 2,368 patients with both

type 2 diabetes and stable CAD (defined as C50 % stenosis

of a major epicardial coronary artery associated with a

positive stress test or C70 % stenosis of a major epicardial

coronary artery and classic angina) to receive prompt

revascularization with intensive medical therapy or inten-

sive medical therapy alone. Over a follow-up period of

5.3 years, no significant difference in death or serious

adverse cardiovascular events was observed between the

two groups [110]. Only in patients with extensive CAD or

impaired LV function did a strategy of prompt coronary

artery bypass grafting significantly reduce the rate of a

composite endpoint of death/myocardial infarction/stroke,

but no difference in mortality was noted and treatment

group differences were not significant in other clinical-

angiographic risk groups within the coronary artery bypass

graft surgery stratum, or in any subgroups within the per-

cutaneous coronary intervention stratum [111]. It must be

noted that during 5 years of follow-up in the BARI 2D

study, 42 % of patients randomized to optimal medical

treatment showed changes in the clinical course that called

for later revascularization. Moreover, many of the diabetic

patients enrolled in BARI 2D had classical stable (51 %) or

unstable (9.5 %) angina symptoms and the majority of

them had known CAD, therefore results on asymptomatic

patients are not available from this trial.

Conclusions

Non-invasive cardiac testing modalities may allow direct

visualization of atherosclerotic involvement of the coro-

nary artery wall and lumen (cardiac CT) or make it possible

to determine the hemodynamic consequences of coronary

artery lesions (functional stress perfusion imaging). Among

these modalities, stress MPS has been widely used in dia-

betic patients with unrecognized CAD showing a wide

range of prevalence of stress-induced ischemia, ranging

from as low as 4–62 %. Retrospective and prospective

studies evaluating the incidence of hard cardiac events in

diabetic patients according to stress MPS results indicated

an annual event rate ranging from 2.4 to 5.8 % in subjects

with abnormal and from 0.4 to 2.1 % in those with normal

myocardial perfusion. To identify the presence of CAD in

diabetic patients without clear symptoms, a risk factor-

based approach to the initial diagnostic evaluation and

subsequent follow-up has intuitive appeal. However, as

existing cardiovascular risk prediction equations perform

non-optimally, there is a continuing need to develop new

equations to accurately predict cardiovascular risk in dif-

ferent populations with diabetes. However, robust evidence

on the impact of the use of risk prediction models on

patient outcomes is still lacking and the ultimate cost-

benefit-risk balance of the different imaging modalities in

asymptomatic patients remains controversial, particularly

in the modern setting of aggressive cardiovascular risk

factor control.
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